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Stereotypes about the way women talk .grow out of
knowledge of nonlinguistic, societally assigned sex role traits and
of linguistic correlates of those, traits. Among the findings of
research on male/female speech diffArences are that, contrary to the

'-' stereotype, men talk more than women; men's conversation 'is
task-oriented, while that of women is egd enhancing to'others; in
most speech communities women use more standard phonology and syntax
than men;, and women use certain female-typed words in some
circumstances. Such differences 'are ,learned as linguistic aspects 'of
a se role and'are neither genetic nor universal. Not all i-,,studies

-have ) found sex-linked language difference's, and .the findings.of many
stud es reflect a comparison 'of women with men of presumably 'the
same, though in reality lower, class status, dus(to a methodological
V.as. In addition to differences iji language usage, conversations
istween the sexes often involve interruptions of women's spAech, and
'lack.of attention to women's conversation by men. But even if a

voiitan exactly duplicates men's language use, she will not` be
.4,evAluated in the same way, since subjective appraisals of women and

men as speakers are based on an interaction between a speaker's
activities and the language and sex role, stereotypes known to the
listener. (GT)
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If I teti-'you that stereotypes exist for what women vs. men like tb

do ewear, read, eat, anwatch on :IN, and -also /for hot(' the two sexes

talk, cah you imagine what some of these.might .be? .(Tha- truth ot:::jus-
._

tine Of the stereot7s is-not my point; imply that they exist),.

Imagine the stereotypical female Speak re. Perhaps for you, she gabs or ,

talks on and on or talks about inane topics. Maybe she talks uncertainly,

using many tag questions and answ ring other peOle questions with
,rising intonation, as though she ish't sure of the kt:iswer (q: 'What's

your name? A: Mary?) . Perhaps she utters descriPtin words,' making

her talk seem elaborate, 9r maybe she simply uses certain derScriptors.

that men don't, like adorable or divine, carried along Iv esageratedly

varied intonation. Whether you believe the stereotype is right' or wrong,

the chances are very grelt that you know What it is (Edelsky-, 1§74).':
A

Cartoon and script writers often tap into your knowledge of that language/...

sex role stereotype,,depending on your knowledge of it tO\elicit predict-

able responses to their 'character,izations. v..

The stereotype or shared knowledge we have about the way women talk

grows out of two kinds of knowledge: (1) minute,details about other

aspects of stereotypically defined-sex rbles (like' details of personality

at-tributes, object preferences, etc.); and (2) lingyistic ways of
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signalling these nonlin u_%ietrai f uncertainty, passivity, tubmis-

siveness, etc. The .fa, that we have h less defined stereotypes, lbf

any, about men as sOdakers reflects the fact that males and male activity

are so 'uch considered1he norm (Brovermah, et al., .1972) that they are
. /

unremar able; i . e the way men talk counts as the way people in general

Like language/sex stereotypes, the huge recent increase in research

on mal /female differences in speech also,depended at first on this common

knoWle i ge of nonlinguistic, "societally assigned role traits and of
4.

Yingui tic correlates of those trlits. In addition, there were studies

which ried to find evidence for.the truth or falseness of aspects of the

alread existing-linguistic stereotype of women as speakers, There were

s that investigated quantity of speeCh (the gabby woman), wornen,'s

's use of lexical domains (women attending to uninteresting or

trivial topics), sex-linkedtse of qualifiers (wdinen.'s tendency toward
/

excessiveambelliihment) degree of standardnips of phonological and

syntactic variables (the Cgrrect woman) (see Thorne apthHenley, 197t,

for a comprehensive anndfated Opliography.o e topic of language.

and sex).

The sex-differentiated language picture that emerged from this

early work (simtlar studies along these lines are still being conducted)

showed that when actual %age was investigated, there were indeed dif-

ferences, but not always in the expected direction. 'Contraryjto the

stereotype, men were the big talkers. Whether in elicited conversations

(Oetzel 1966) jury deliberations (Strodtbeck and Mann 1956), in high
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rview settings (Swacker, ..!73);.

popular with males (Komarovsky

c,.ti of the talking space_as men. An old

n and men talking about different topics

t in mixed sex groups, both women and men

presumablyi to accommodate to the other. What is

example this research provides'of the truism that

hard. Despite the change in topics when the listeners

e' concl uded that "ineradicable differences" in the

aciti s" of the two sexes is what produced such different\

interest.). Women and men do know different lerkons, stemming

from ittknowled-g of and experience with different `domains, whch in
, sg;

turn g ows out of societally assigr,led roles which place each sex

une al contact with these domains.

Women used more mmhriim's in conversation, an utterance that was

strategically placed to function not as a theft of the turn for the

mmhort-er, but as an encouragement for the current speaker iLV rschmann4

1973) . Women and min of equal rank at psychiatric staff meetings used

humor differently', glen .told the jokes; women laughed- (Coser, '1,960). In

mixed-sex dyads having discutstons on experimenter-assigned topics, women

more often couched their opinions in personal statements (I think that

people have trouble with . .), while men made more general statements,

as though their opinions. were fact (Most people have trouble with .,. . ;)

(Hi rschmann,: 1973)



Men and women had different stylesof desci.ibing' p cture7; Men'

tended to describe obseevable features (Wodd, .1966) and make definitive

statements about features like the number of objects Presnt.(Swacker,

1973), while women described connotatively or interpretively (Wood, 1966)

and Were more approximate in relation' to the number of items in a picture

(Swacker, 1973) .

A predominant conversational role,taken by-men has been' shown to.be

a task-oriented one, including.the in/itiation of solutions and activities.

Women have demonstr'ated the taking cin of an ego-enhancing, socio-emotional

tole, reacting to the contributions of others` (Stradtbeck and Mann '1956;

Soskin and John, 1963).

Male and female members of the audiences at academic corerences

d,layed different speaking roles When women questiOned the

speaker, they asked questions of clarification. When males questioned

(at a rate far exceeding their propor on of the audience) they held the

floor fora longer time, ,uttered lengthy prefaces to their questions, and

the-preface itself functioned to deflect the focus of the topic to tan-
,

gential issues (Sviacker, 1976).

Women do use more varied intonation. and particular colours more

frequently than men 1McConnell-Ginet, 1978) and, as we all knowby our

ability to-recognize most femal vs. male voices on the phone the two

sexes 'tile different average bit h and resonance. An interesting findin

however, is that when anatomic 1 features are controlled (vocal tract

size, height, weight, etc. ere is still great variation in sound fre-
.

quencies (resulting 7n pitch d resonance);more than can be accounted'
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ft:if.* physical differences. In other words we learn td, anb.at.some-

level:we control, p "male:' :or ',how fifimaTen wescoUnd:(M

tudies have shown women to use glom standard phonology and

an men (Kramer, et at., 1970.. However, others show that in

certain American and British speech communities, the o iposite is the case

(Trudgill, 1972; Nichols, 1976). In-Norwich, England, age interacted with

sex to.predict standardneSs; i.e., women, upder'30 see to be adopting

stigmatized forms while women over 30 avoided them. According to Nichols

(1976), the contradictory findings are not tontradictory. What seems to

be happening is that the circumstances of women's lives, the relation-

ships they have and want; provide them with both social and 'linguistic

options, so that in one community it is more advantageous, from women's

perspectives; to use more standard language and in another the reverse is

true.

In informal contexts where sex -typed activity is taking place,

women did produce items that we believe
P
trey do, items in the language

sex stereotype (darling,\ adorable so; etc.) ,(Menzel and Tyler, 1977).

Men also liit moredirty wor on demand (Tyler, 1977).
1"

It is important to remember that the differences that are found are

neither genetic nor universal. Rather they are learned as linguistic

ispeCts of a sex-role. In fact, elsewhere in the world, the same lint\

guistic feature becomes part, of the baggage of the role behavior of the

opposite sex. For example, in certain African tribes, it is the men who

ause the more acceptable language features (Seitel, 1969), and in Banaras,

India, it. is the mien/who use the more exaggetAted Wtonation contours

(Christian, ms:).
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Not all studies have found sex-linked language differences, though.

Using the stereotypic roles that have men as "do-ers" and women as "be-

ers," Barron (1971) tried toLfind odt if men used more agentive (d8-er)

.cases than women. Her subjects did not differ on thiS' measure. Both

sexes used qualifiers equally both orally (Hirschmann, 1974) and in writ-

ing (Kramer, 1974a). No sex-linked difference was found in the use of

1 vito questions (DuBois and Crouch, 1975) or in the use of question ,into

notation when answering .a question (Edelsky, in press).

. .

Most studies' which have found sex/language differences make some

effort to compare men and women from the tame social class. Some, like

_ the studies that investigate differential use, of phonological variants,

make a very careful effort to categorise people according to socio-eco-

nomic status and thencompare subjects who are alike on that dimension.

When sex/language differences appear, it thin looks like sex ratter than

socio- economic status is the important variable. Unfortunately,'common

methods of categorizing people according to socio-economic status use

husband's or father's status as the determinant of the woman's status,

even though the woman may have more education than the man in question

(education is one of the factors involved in computing socio-economic

status). In addition, "stenographer" and "mechanic" may be classifiet

as same-status occupatio The result is that women are often misclas,

sified because.of.a.bias inlhe methadOlogy:andare:then.foUnd to use
. .

different language from men. ,'What those language differences may actually

reflect in some cases is the fact that women are being compared tome

of presumably the "same, though i reality lower, class status and also to

men whose jobs are likely to be is language oriented (Nicholt 1978) )
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S the picture this far s.Of a woman whoalks leti with a igher

I

voice, generally uses more standard langUage and particular intonation
f

contours, acts more as an ego4n4nbtr with talk, describes with less

specificify, lists fewer obscenities, laughs at men's jokes, uses certain\

female-typed words under some circumstances, etc. If then women s arted\.

to say damned right, and stopped saying goodneis gracious, would that show)

that they were equal in power to men; i.e., is the research that looks fp;

differential use of parfrticular predesignated linguistic variables the most-

fruitful place to find out how unequal power is reflected /and:maintained

in language? Recent analyses of conversation indicate4that the deep

power imbalance between the sexes is played, out in daily,langnage intere

actions among intimates and lesser knowns, b t not in obvious ways.
c

Men usurp women's turns by interrupting them (Zimmermanand West,

\N1975) ilist as achilts usurp children's; i.e., the less Powerful have

estricted rights to talk. Ginet's (1978) explanation of intonation

variability reveals how vocal dynamism can ,,be used if one it more igno

able and needs to work harder to hold the attention of, others. Women dis-

close more about themselves (Henley 1977), just as 'low status maleS ,Self-

disclose more to high-statuS males. The resulting imbalance in'informa-

tion makes the known one vulnerable to the knower's use of the ,knowled9P

giOen over by the former. When men's talk is neutr or ego=deflating to

women (Soskin and John, 1963), and women's is n utra or ego-enha9Olnd to

men (Strodtbeck and Mann 1956), then men's superior power is doubly

buttressed: (1) absolutely, by their enhanced feelings ;of self-worth;

and (2) relatively, by women's deflated feelings--all accomplished at

least in part by the ttunctions of the oppositeosex's talk.



Though the :great number of studifiis showing men dominating "the

ing time also reflect, statui,' an exceptionally Mcture of how power

is accomplished as an everyday activity' in conversation come from'Pamela
,)-

'Fishman s (1978), work. Defining ipower as the ability to maintain and

have accepted; by others one s own definition of the situation, she shows

atamong couples ostensibly working at nonsexist relationships the

assymetry is perpetUated through language actiVity. The women's topics
4 .

were minimally responded to, elicited rib/questions, their statements were

left unattended regardless of the actual topic (whether it was running

out of catsup or iqerPreting a new mathematical theory). The women even

promoted their offerings, prefacing topics with "this is interesting,"

trying to elicit a conversation. Their smalevartners simply, did not do

their part of the conversational work: However, when the men brought up
. ,

topics (once _again, mundane household topics or intellectual onet), the

women encouraged more talk by asking questions and commenting on their

comments; i.e., by doing the, interactional Work. The results ,are that

His topics seem to be more interesting because they have been responded

to; His definition of the situation (what -.is worth talking about) is

maintained while Hers is not; His power is both refle;ted and constructed

anew.

Our knowledge of how conversation works aid what women do and have

done to them that functions to perpetuate thei n, lesser power is scant.

Taking the great leap then between a few findings and a practical appli-

"cation question is it in women,'s best interests` to start interrupting,

stop responding so enthusiastically to men's' utterances, start saying



111111111 after a long vauib something saidoby a man (Zetayed mini,

/mai responses are,One way ,,men control -topiCS) (Zimmerman Ad West, 1975):i

If starting to say damned nice and stopping)the utterance of adorable

f:1 not very useful because the 'social impact of fanguage/* ifferences':.,

.does n;t rest primarily in lexical choice, would'a charige;:in verbal .4,1'..

...s.;A.fig .t,.interaction (turn taking, topic control, topic constrot -, etc.) have -.:11,
41.,. 0

any effect? Language is not only a' carrier of_conetent and a-loader to

action; it is action itself. When a woman firlseChanges her Interactional

style, she engages in a political action ng expec-

tations,based'On'pOWer arrantenients) i.f that'iS,,;sheilpes not surround

her.changed[language use withannourfements.accountor explanations.
:! r.

However,evevif she exactly duplicates.,aian!s:Jangdage:uSeshe,Will nit

evaluated nor responded to with a mi lie:',Aegree."!of: poSj-ti Verress

.(Bernard, .1964:Krainer:1974b; hoped7'

for resulj of the Glanguyge change may not ensue.. tau ,e standards exist
I

,

so Ithat,for instance, when a man talks7:?elengthlte is conSidered unnote-
,

worthy, but when a woman does that, she is ,gabby: Our subjective

appraisals and .responses to women and men as speakers_are not; then,

based entirely, on the speaker's activities, but rather, an, an-,interaction
r .

betty en the language and sex -role stereotype we *all 'know (049 if we do

notagree with it) and the speaker's ,activities. This brings' us full

tircle toy the issue presented at the beginningsex-role Aereotypes

carried over into language. Is the circularity a cOmpositional devi

a neutral metaphor, a female symbol?



lone of the most academically exciting-aspects of Omen s,s6dies

research (of which language/6 role. researchAS:e part)',' is the finding,

Of some formerly unseen bi,as that briP0 into questiO0.:the results,.

elusions and met, dolOgy of prevoui research. By7priivi,dimN new

vision, women's udies research often moves an field forward--

unfortunately without the screaming and flaf:ring'of some who are

committed to or benefit from the old view.
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